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The following memorandum summarizes the International Monetary
Fund!s dollar operations to date (it ignores the only non-dollar operation
so far, naiaely the draft of 1.5 million pounds sterling by the Netherlands).

The Fund commenced operations on March 1 of this year. During
its first six months of operations, only 131 million dollars was drawn by
foreign countries, but in the following three months ending November 30, a
farther 302 million dollars -was drawn (of which 24.0 million by the United
Kingdom). The total figure to date of 433 million dollars is only one-third
of the amount which foreign countries might theoretically have drawn during
the first year of the Fundfs operation without special action by the Pond.
(However, countries with annual drawing rights of 281 million dollars—notably
China, Italy, and Poland—have not yet fixed their exchange rates in agree-
ment with the land and have therefore not yet become eligible to draw on the
Fund.)

The following table shows the drawings so far by member countries,
the amount which they can still draw during the first year of their utiliza-
tion of the Fund, and the amount of their gold contribution to the Fund,
lou will recall that no country can draw more than 25 per cent of its quota
in the Fund during any successive 12 months without special (extraordinary)
Fund approval.
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The United Kingdom and France have accounted for five-sixths of the
dollar drawings so far, although Mexico stands out as the only countiy which has
fully exhausted its first year's drawing rights.

The United Kingdom and France are also the only countries which have
so far drawn from the Fund more than their initial gold contribution. The French
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can draw very little more during the next six months; however, the British
can still draw 85 million dollars through September 194-8 and they will
probably utilize this drawing power within the next few months prior to the
initiation of the European Becovery Program*

Belgium and Egypt, the two countries whose applications are now
before the Fund, have annual drawing rights of 56 and 11 million dollars,
respectively. 111 of Belgium's first year's drawings, and half of Egypt's,
would be covered by their initial gold contributions •
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